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SEPTEMBER IS Fall Hat Month in B&W

  

This Single Month Bullet Journal observes Fall Hat Month in Black and White. 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
$1.00

Ask a question about this product 

ManufacturerPlanners 4 Life 

Description 

This Single Month Bullet Journal observes Fall Hat Month in Black and White.

Embrace fall and all of the beautiful and fun fall hats. Now that the summer is over, the seasonal felt and fabric hats are more fashionable for
fall. Both men and women wear hats and hats have been a part of our history for years. A hat is a head covering. It may be worn for protection
against the elements, for religious reasons, for safety, or as a fashion accessory. In the past, hats were an indicator of social status. In the
military, they denote rank and regiment. Show off your favorite fall hats and use #FallHatMonth to post on social media.

One Month at a time.

These Single Month Bullet Journals are designed to grow with with you. Basically you choose your own adventure one month at a time and build
as you go along. No need to carry arround 12 months of empty note pages. Build as you GO and NEED. And pick new relevent themes of the
month along the way. Each month has several themes, beautiful graphics, and multiple bullet journal layouts to meet the needs of many users,
and a some general information about that month and this particular month long holiday observation.

Each Single Month Bullet Journal includes a single months calendar view, a mission board with plenty of room for planning for Home, Health,
Fiance, Dreams, and Me Time. They include a General BIG DREAM planning area and 3 daily habit trackers for the month. Each Single Month
Bullet Journal also includes a complete weekly view for the month, with more trackers for Moods, Weather, Energy, Steps, and anything else
you might want to track. Some have sections for This week and Next week Notes as well as Quote of the Week. Others have sections for
general Notes & Ramblings Section. It's all up to you. Pick a Bullet Journal that matches your personality for the month and start journaling. Next
month, try another. It's that easy.
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Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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